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BROOK HOUSE REMOVAL CENTRE 
Perimeter Road South, London Gatwick Airport, Gatwick, RH6 OPQ 
Tel: 01293 566 500 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Brook House is one of the most secure removal centres within the whole estate, and as a 
result invariably accommodates some of the most difficult detainees. This purpose built 
centre, location near Gatwick airport opened on 18 March 2009 and contains four fully 
separate wings with en suite bedroom facilities. 

There are 13 care and separation as well as 6 temporary confinement places (all of which 
are single rooms). There are 3 rooms available for disabled detainees (1 occupant per 
room) however these can also be used as normal bedroom accommodation (2 occupants 
per room). 

There is no in-patient facility at the centre although medical personnel are on site 24 hours 
a day every day of the year. A doctor is available on site six hours a day seven days a 
week and on-call 24 hours a day. Any detainees receiving prescription medication should 
be discharged with a 2 day supply. 

This centre offers a range of educational facilities to teach detainees new transferable 
skills. As well as this detainees have access to; a multi-faith room, sports hall, gym, 
outdoor sports area, internet, library, and cultural kitchen. 

Occupancy 

448 male spaces 

Usability

The centre is suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours and for both short and 
longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 allowing access throughout the day and, as 
Gatwick airport is adjacent, it is useful for those with RDs imminent. The secure 
accommodation is a useful facility for accommodating those who's RDs have failed due to 
disruption especially given the controlled nature of the regime. 

Allocation 

Brook House will take all categories of detainees, including where appropriate, MAPPA 
cases who would otherwise be in prison. All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this 
centre 24 hours prior to removal. 

• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees hold 
limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare. 

• A small number of stabilisation rooms are available for managing substance misuse 
cases. 
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CAMPSFIELD HOUSE REMOVAL CENTRE 
Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxon, OX5 1RE 
Tel: 01865 233 600 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Located in Oxfordshire and within reasonable travelling distance to major SE airports 
Campsfield House was opened in 1993. The centre was previously owned by the Prison 
Service and used as a young offender's institution. There is free association across entire 
centre. 

Facilities at the centre include a well equipped library where detainees have access to an 
array of books, papers and other reading material; internet access; games room; pool and 
table tennis; sports hall and gymnasium; multi-purpose room which caters for different 
venues including drama workshops, arcade games, and features a large drop down screen 
to enable en-masse viewing of movies and sports events; outside activities include cricket, 
football and volleyball; there is also a small garden area which is well tended by the 
detainees; a variety of classes that may interest the detainees including arts and crafts, 
written and oral English, IT and drama. Detainees also have the opportunity to take up 
paid work as kitchen assistants, dining room assistants, library assistants, classroom 
assistants, buddies, cleaners, painters etc. 

Occupancy 

282 male spaces including 1 disabled room 

Usability 

The centre is suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours and for both short and 
longer-term stays. High risk cases should be limited. Reception is open 24/7 giving access 
throughout the day. This centre does not have 24 hour medical cover. 

Allocation 

Suitable for the majority of detainees, have a limited segregation and in-patient medical 
facilities are available. The following cases cannot be accommodated in this centre: 

• No detainees allocated requiring full time medical provision 
• Given limited segregation facilities, no detainees with current violent behaviour 

requiring segregation 
• No terrorist links. 
• Detainees with low immune systems (HIV-F) must have their medication 
• Epileptics only if stable with medication 
• Diabetics only if stable 
• Any other medical issues will need to be referred to Healthcare 
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COLNBROOK REMOVAL CENTRE 
Colnbrook Bypass, Harmondsworth, West Drayton, Middlesex, UB7 OFX 
Tel: 020 8607 5200 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Colnbrook was opened in August 2004 after being purpose built to category B prison 
standards. This centre is located near Heathrow airport and has four fully separate wings 
with robust security and medical facilities. This centre also has a short term holding facility 
where females can be accommodated. There is one disabled room. 

The healthcare suite contains six individual hospital style rooms with access to; GP and 
nursing care, proactive nurse clinics, dentist, optician, chiropody, psychiatric services and 
substance misuse programmes. 

This centre offers a range of educational facilities to teach detainees new transferable 
skills. As well as this detainees have access to; a Muslim prayer room and multi-faith room, 
sports hall, gym, outdoor sports area, internet and cinema, cultural kitchen and a detainee 
garden. 

Occupancy 

369 male and 27 female spaces 

Usability 

Colnbrook is one of the most secure removal centres within the whole estate, and as a 
result invariably accommodates some of the most difficult detainees. Being in close 
proximity to Heathrow airport it is a prime location to hold detainees with imminent RDs. 
This centre is suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours and can be used for 
both short and longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 allowing access throughout the 
day. 

Allocation

Colnbrook will take all categories of detainees, including where appropriate, MAPPA cases 
who would otherwise be in prison. All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this centre 
24 hours prior to removal. 

• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees holds 
limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare 

• Subject with the below medical conditions must have the specified amount of 
specialist medication prior to acceptance : 

o Insulin — 7 days supply 
(N.B : The Heathrow IRCs hold a small stock of commonly used insulin) 

o Epilepsy — 7 days supply 
o Mental Health — 7 days supply 
o HIV — 28 days supply 
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DUNGAVEL HOUSE REMOVAL CENTRE 
Strathaven, South Lanarkshire, ML10 6RF 
Tel: 01698 395 000 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Dungavel is located in a rural part of Scotland approximately an hour from Glasgow. This centre 
was a former hunting lodge owned by the Duke of Hamilton and was formerly operated as an 
open prison by the Scottish Prison Service. It was bought by the Home Office in 2000 and 
opened as an IRC in September 2001. 

The centre has limited in-patient medical facilities, 1 disabled room with 2 bed spaces for same 
sex patients, as well as one observation room. There is a nurse on-site 24 hours a day and a 
doctor on-call. A dentist and optician visit the centre regularly to provide check-ups and attend 
appointments. 

This centre offers a range of educational facilities to teach detainees new transferable skills. As 
well as this detainees have access to; a multi-faith room, sports hall, gym, outdoor sports area, 
internet, library, cultural kitchen and a detainee garden. There are several paid work 
opportunities available including hygiene monitors, grounds officers and servery assistants. 

Occupancy

235 male and 14 female spaces 

Usability 

Due to the centre location, detainees who require a transfer to/from Dungavel will require an 
overnight stay at a suitable centre (usually Pennine House or Morton Hall). When a presumption 
of release is granted by the court, allowing detainees to purse JR there is a different legal 
jurisdiction and process which must be followed. Suitable for detainees of most 
backgrounds/behaviours however this centre is best suited for longer-term stays. Reception is 
open 24/7 affording easy access. 

Allocation 

Suitable for most types of male and female detainees. All ERS and FRS can be positioned in 
Dungavel 24 hours prior to removal. The following cases cannot be accommodated in this centre: 

• No convicted or alleged sex offenders as females are free to associate with males 
• No arsonists 
• Escape risks can be accommodated overnight in R40 pending priority transfer the next 

day however cases must be referred for acceptance 

• Any cases with special needs can be referred to Dungavel for them to consider on a case 
by case basis. 
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HARMONDSWORTH REMOVAL CENTRE 
Colnbrook Bypass, Harmondsworth, West Drayton, UB7 OHB 
Tel: 020 8607 5200 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Harmondsworth was opened in 2004 and is built to category C prison standards. This centre is 
located near Heathrow airport and has four fully separate wings with robust security and medical 
facilities. This centre offers a range of educational facilities to teach detainees new transferable 
skills. As well as this detainees have access to; world faith centre comprising of several prayer 
rooms, sports hall, gym, outdoor sports area, internet and cinema, cultural kitchen and a 
detainee garden. 

This centre has 5 disabled rooms as well as 24 hour medical care. The healthcare suite consists 
of three individual hospital style wards which contain several observation and isolation rooms (for 
medical isolation cases). Detainees also have access to; ongoing nursing care, proactive nurse 
clinics, dentist, optician, chiropody, psychiatric services and substance misuse programmes. 

Occupancy 

661 male spaces 

Usability 

Colnbrook is one of the most secure removal centres within the whole estate, and as a result 
invariably accommodates some of the most difficult detainees. Being in close proximity to 
Heathrow airport it is a prime location to hold detainees with imminent RDs. This centre is 
suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours and can be used for both short and 
longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 allowing access throughout the day. 

Allocation 

Harmondsworth will take all categories of detainees, including where appropriate, MAPPA cases 
who would otherwise be in prison. All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this centre 24 
hours prior to removal. 

• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees holds 
limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare 

• Subject with the below medical conditions must have the specified amount of specialist 
medication prior to acceptance : 

o Insulin — 7 days supply 
(N.B : The Heathrow IRCs hold a small stock of commonly used insulin) 

o Epilepsy— 7 days supply 
o Mental Health — 7 days supply 
o HIV — 28 days supply 
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LARNE HOUSE 
2 Hope Street, Lame Antrim, BT40 1UR 
Tel: 028 282 62070 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Lame House is a Short Term Holding Facility which opened on 5th July 2011. It is operated by 
Tascor under the escorting contract. Physical security is medium. The accommodation consists 
of limited common areas and a total of ten bedrooms, five of which are multi occupancy. A single 
room equipped with television and intercom is available for vulnerable persons. 

As a designated short term holding facility detainees are accommodated for a maximum of five 
nights which can be extended to a maximum of seven nights if removal directions are in place. It 
operates 24/7 with admissions and departures at any time. Any detainee currently receiving 
prescription medication should transfer with a 24 hour supply Visits for detainees are permitted. 

Occupancy 

19 flexible spaces (can be used for males/females detainees) 

Allocation 

ERS and FRS can be positioned in Lame 24 hours prior to removal. This centre can 
accommodate most detainees however some cases will require prior approval. 

Detainees subject to the following criteria will not be admitted: 

• Minors 
• Those requiring full time medical care 
• National security cases/having terrorist links 
• Undergoing drug/alcohol withdrawal or rehabilitation 

Detainees subject to the following criteria may be admitted. These cases should be referred to 
the Duty Operations Manager who will advise on acceptance into Lame House. 

• Having an offending history for offences against the person including sexual offences 
• Currently violent 
• Having limited mobility 
• MAPPA cases 
• Escape risks 
• Pregnancy 
• History of self-harming 
• On special watch/live ACDT 

Cases which are border-line must be referred first to the Duty Manager who will advise on 
acceptability into the facility. 

In cases where acceptance is declined the relevant Service Delivery Manager / Regional 
Manager must be contacted prior to the final decision being made. 
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MORTON HALL 
Morton Hall IRC, Swinderby, Lincolnshire, LN6 9PT 
Tel: 01522 666 700 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Morton Hall began to accept immigration detainees on 16 May 2011 and officially opened on 1 
June 2011. This centre is located near Lincoln and run by NOMS under a service level 
agreement. This centre was a former women's prison on the site of an old RAF base. 

This centre provides 24 hours medical facilities. Detainees are able to access; GP and nursing 
care, proactive nurse clinics, dentist, optician, chiropody, psychiatric services and substance 
misuse programmes. 

This centre offers a range of educational facilities to teach detainees new transferable skills. As 
well as this detainees have access to; welfare staff 7 days a week, library, gymnasium, outdoor 
football pitch and internet. 

Occupancy 

392 male spaces (single occupancy) 

Usability 

Morton Hall will take all categories of detainees, including where appropriate, MAPPA cases who 
would otherwise be in prison. All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this centre 24 hours 
prior to removal. 

Allocation 

This centre is able to manage difficult detainees and provides robust security and medical 
facilities. A particular advantage with this centre is the single occupancy rooms. Detainees who 
are deemed high risk and require sole occupancy can be transferred to Morton Hall. 

• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees holds 
limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare 

Detainees subject to the following criteria may be admitted. These cases should be referred to 
the on-site HOIE staff who will advise on acceptance into Morton Hall. 

• Escape risks 
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PENNINE HOUSE 
Terminal 2, Manchester Airport, M90 4AG 
Tel: 0161 489 5702 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Pennine House is a short term holding facility situated at Manchester airport and is currently 
operated by Tascor as part of the escorting contract. The accommodation consists of limited 
common areas and 8 separate bedrooms which can accommodate 4 detainees per room. If any 
accommodation is used for a female, this must be dedicated use so will result in an overall loss 
of beds. 

As a designated residential STHF, detainees' stays are limited to 5 nights or 7 nights if RDs are 
set for within that time. Opening hours are 24hrs & there is no limit on receptions. Limited 
medical facilities are available with a nurse in attendance. Any detainees receiving prescription 
medication should transfer with a 24 hour supply. There are no segregation facilities and no 
wheelchair access. Please be aware all detainees must be able to climb stairs as 
accommodation is on the 1st floor. Also there is no natural light within Pennine House and 
detainees need to be accompanied outside for fresh air by staff. 

Occupancy 

32 flexible spaces (can be used for male/female detainees) 

Allocation 

Due to the limited security and medical facilities, Pennine House can accept cases apart from the 
exceptions below: 

• No detainees with current violent behaviour 
• No detainees requiring full time medical care 
• No terrorist links or national security cases 
• No detainee currently refusing food or fluid 
• No escape risks 
• No MAPPA cases or sex offenders 
• No detainees undergoing drug or alcohol withdrawal or requiring drug rehabilitation 
• No detainees who are subject to ACDT arrangements 
• No detainees with limited mobility 
• No minors 

Pregnant women are not automatically excluded. 

Cases which are border-line must be referred first to the Duty Manager who will advise on 
acceptability into the facility. 
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TINSLEY REMOVAL CENTRE 
Perimeter Road South, London Gatwick Airport, Gatwick, RH6 OPQ 
Tel: 01293 566 500 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Tinsley House is one of the most secure removal centres within the whole estate, and as a result 
invariably accommodates some of the most difficult detainees. This purpose built centre, 
location near Gatwick airport was opened in 1996 and is suitable for most detainees. There is 
limited facility for temporary confinement, so detainees known to require this immediately are 
unsuitable. 

Tinsley House has a self-contained family unit which compromises of 34 beds (in 8 rooms). The 
contractual requirements stated the contractor shall admit all detainees/dependant children to the 
removal centre as reasonably directed by the authority 24 hours per day, every day. To achieve 
this there is a requirement for the centre to ensure there is sufficient staff n duty to process 
detainees and independent children without undue delay. The family unit can be utilised for sole 
female detainee occupancy where there are imminent RDs (usually within 24hrs) from Gatwick 
Airport. In such cases the onsite HOIE manager should be contacted for authorisation. 

This centre offers a range of facilities available for the detainees including: library, internet 
access, gym, sports hall and chapel/prayer room. 

Occupancy

119 male spaces 
34 beds in a self-contained family (can also be utilised for sole female occupancy) 

Usability 

The centre is suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours and for both short and 
longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 allowing access throughout the day and, as Gatwick 
airport is adjacent, it is useful for those with RDs imminent. The secure accommodation is a 
useful facility for accommodating those who's RDs have failed due to disruption especially given 
the controlled nature of the regime. 

Allocation 

All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this centre 24 hours prior to removal. Whilst 
Tinsley can accommodate the majority of detainees within our estate the following exceptions 
apply: 

• No sex offenders within the centre 
• No terrorist links. 
• No detainees with current active violent behavioural traits 

In addition, due to limited medical facilities those subject to constraints below should not be 
allocated: 

• Detainees addicted to or withdrawing from Class A drug use, or alcoholism 
• Ongoing Food or Fluid refusal requiring segregation 
• Detainees requiring barrier nursing or routine in-patient care. 
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THE VERN E 
The Verne, Portland, Dorset, DT5 1EQ 
Tel: 01305 825000 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

This ex-prison located on the Island of Portland near Weymouth, Dorset was originally opened as 
an IRC on 28th September 2014. As a former prison, it provides excellent security and medical 
facilities. Detainees are able to obtain various educational qualifications which are delivered by 
Weston College. They include vocational courses, forklift qualification and hairdressing. 
Detainees also have an opportunity to undertake paid work opportunities within the centre in 
areas such as; the kitchens, gardens, barber shop, waste management, the wood mill and 
contract services, wing/learning assistants, library orderlies, cleaners and gym assistants. 

Occupancy 

580 male spaces 

Usability 

Suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours however due to its location this centre is 
most suitable for longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 giving access throughout the day. 

Allocation 

The Verne will take all categories of detainees, including where appropriate, MAPPA cases who 
would otherwise be in prison. All ERS and FRS cases can be positioned in this centre 24 hours 
prior to removal. The only exception would be the limited numbers of males whose behavioural 
or security traits may be inherently unsuitable for removal centre places, and will require 
accommodation within Prisons. 

Detainees who are deemed high risk and require sole occupancy can be transferred to The 
Verne. 

• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees holds 
limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare 

Detainees subject to the following criteria may be admitted. These cases should be referred to 
the on-site HOIE staff who will advise on acceptance into Morton Hall. 

• Escape risks 
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YARL'S WOOD REMOVAL CENTRE 
Twinwoods Road, Clapham, Bedford, MK41 6BL 
Tel: 01234 821000 

Description

Immigration 
Enforcement 

Yarls Wood was initially opened in November 2001 however following extensive fire damage in 
2002 the undamaged half of the centre was re-opened in September 2003. This purpose built 
centre is located in Bedfordshire and in close proximity of major SE airports. There is an on-site 
dedicated healthcare centre with a small in-patient facility. The detainees are able to access 
care from: GPs, general nurses, mental health nurses, health visitors, midwives, dentists, 
counselors and allied healthcare professionals and if necessary consultants who attend the 
centre where there is an identified need. Yarls Wood currently has 5 disabled rooms. 

This centre offers detainees a range of activities including: a library, sports hall, gym, arts and 
crafts, computer rooms, hair salon and a cinema. There is also an opportunity for detainees to 
undertake paid work. 

Occupancy 

304 female spaces 
68 family spaces (for adult family groups only including same sex couples) 
38 male lorry drops spaces 

Usability 

This centre is suitable for detainees of most backgrounds/behaviours. Suitable for both short 
and longer-term stays. Reception is open 24/7 giving access throughout the day. All ERS and 
FRS can be positioned in Yarls Wood 24 hours prior to removal. 

Allocation

The only exception would be the limited numbers of females with behavioural or security traits 
who may be inherently unsuitable for removal centre places, and will be better suited to 
accommodation within the prison estate. 

The exceptions that apply to allocation are: 

• No convicted/alleged sex offenders 
• No detainees with terrorist links 
• Most cases accepted however complex medical cases or where detainees holds 

limited/no medication the cases should be referred to healthcare 

Substance abuse cases : 

Yarls Wood can accept • 
• Stable drug users on a detox or maintenance script 
• Stable alcoholics, at least 6 days post initial treatment 

- GP must be able to confirm the subject is in a stable state 

Yarls Wood can't accept  • 
• Unstable drug or alcohol patients 
• Patients that have not commenced a drug or alcohol programme 
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